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Supercomputing has been an integral part of the DOE mission 
since the advent of the computer in the 1950's. This talk will give 
a history of the various eras of High Performance Computing 
as defined by the dominant platforms, starting with mainframes 
and continuing through vector architectures, massively parallel 
architectures, and the current emerging trends that will define 
the upcoming exascale era. Basic terminology will be 
introduced for important HPC concepts including scalability, 
shared vs distributed memory, amdahl's law, dennard scaling, 
data locality, burst buffers (I/O), heterogenous computing, and 
co-design. Programming models such as MPI, OpenMP, and 
emerging PGAS and task-based approaches will be discussed 
as they apply to targeting these various platforms. 
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Abstract 

Hang on. This is a lot of content to cover in less than 60 minutes! 
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Advancements in (High Performance) 
Computing Have Occurred in Several Distinct 
“Eras” 

2 

Each of these eras define not so much a common hardware architecture, 
but a common programming model  

Q 

Blue Mountain 

Roadrunner 

Red Storm 

Cielo 

Truth is: we 
don’t what 
to call this 
next era. It’s 
currently 
defined by 
its inability 
to be 
defined! 

1952 
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Programming 
model 

stability 

Regular 
advances in 

realized  
performance 

Scientific 
discovery 
through 

computation 

Critical factors in scientific advancement:  
Stability and Speed 

 Transitions between computing eras produces a natural 
tension 
• Necessary to advance performance 
• Often highly disruptive to application developers 

 The US (led by DOE) has been important in helping 
manage these transitions 
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 1830’s – The Difference Engine 

 Charles Babbage / Ada Lovelace 

 Not built during his lifetime 

 1930’s – The Turing Machine 

 Alan Turing (England / Princeton) 

 Theory of programmable algorithms 

 1940’s – ENIAC  

 Mauchly/Eckert – Moore School of Eng. 
(Philadelphia) 

 1st general programmable electronic computer 

 1940’s – EDVAC design. 

 John Von Neumann (Los Alamos) 

 Basis for “stored program arch” still used today 
4 

Pre-WWII – the theoretical foundations of 
modern computing are built in the U.S. and 
England 

Ballistics projectile calculations were the first 
“killer app” for computers, and were historically 
done by a pipeline of human “computers” 
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The “mainframe” era – general purpose 
computers designed for scientific computing 

 Univac 1 
• First machine installed at LLNL in 1953 

 IBM 701 
• Installed at Los Alamos also in 1953 
• Williams tubes (fast memory, but unreliable) 

 IBM 704 
• Core memory, floating point arithmetic, CRT 
• Commercially successful 

 IBM 709 
• Seamless porting 

 IBM 7090 
• Transistor-based 
• Large speed increases 

 Univac LARC 
• Co-designed with, and for, LLNL 
• One of the first transistor-based machines 

 
 

1960 

1954 

1953 

1956 

1958 
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The “mainframe” era – continued 

 
 

1962 

 IBM 7030 (Stretch) 
• Competitor to LARC 
• Considered a failure at the time (only achieved 50% 

of performance goals) 
• Introduced many concepts that went into the IBM 

System/360 

 CDC 1604 
• First designed by Seymour Cray 

 CDC 3600 
• 48-bit words (higher precision) 

 CDC 6600 
• Considered the first real “supercomputer” 
• Full separation of input/output from computing 

 CDC 7600 
• Hierarchical memory design 
• Fastest computer in world from 1969-1975 

1961 

1964 

1969 
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• Programming was often an intimate exercise 
with the particular computer you were 
targeting 

• Entirely serial programming 
• Lack of sufficient memory was often the 

limiting factor in scientific software design 
• This era saw huge innovations in hardware 

and software, despite computer science not 
yet being an established discipline 
— Development of compilers (e.g. Fortran) 
— Operating systems (e.g. CTSS) 
— Batch environments and time-sharing 
— Use of terminals for viewing output 
— LLNL’s “Octopus” network 

• U.S. stood largely alone in dominating the 
HPC market 

7 

Programming in the mainframe era 
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The vector era 

 
 

 CDC Star 100 
• First CDC design not led by Seymour Cray 
• One of the first commercial vector machines 
• Hard to achieve anything near peak performance 
• Large disparity between serial and vector code 

 Illiac IV (Burroughs & Univ of Illinois) 
• First massively parallel machine portends future trends 

 Cray 1 
• First machine developed at Seymour Cray’s new 

company 
• Applications saw immediate gains in performance (vs 

CDC 7600), and could incrementally improve with 
additional vectorization 

 Cray X-MP 
• Designed by Steve Chen at Cray 
• First multi-processor supercomputer 

 

1976 

1978 

1983 

1975 
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The “vector” era – soon dominated by Cray in 
the U.S. 

 
 

 Cray 2 
• Seymour’s 2nd design 
• Flourinert-cooled 
• Most performance gains were due to very fast 

memory 

 Cray Y-MP 
• Successor to X-MP 
• First delivered with Unix-based UNICOS OS 

 Cray C90 

 Cray J90 
• “Mini” supercomputer – helped bridge  
     gap into MPP era 

 Cray T90 
• End of an era! 

 
 
 

1985 

1988 

1991 

Other players in vector 
computer design: 
US 
• Convex 
• Thinking Machines 
• ETA (spinoff of CDC) 
• IBM 
Non-US 
• NEC 
• Fujitsu 
• Hitachi 1995 

1994 
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 Machines were often delivered with no software support – just 
hardware 
• Labs “rolled their own”, which often was subsequently distributed by the vendors 

 Vector computers are designed to work with arrays and loops 
• Common in scientific programming – good match 

 

 

 

 

 On the downside, (Common) practices could inhibit code from 
vectorizing: 
• Loop dependencies (e.g. fib[i] = fib[i-1] + fib[i-2]) 
• Conditional statements 
• Non-constant stride through memory 
• I/O or system calls 
• Function calls 

 

10 

Programming in the vector era 
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 Compilers became increasingly 
sophisticated at being able to 
perform some code transformations 
• Yet “automatic parallelization” never fully 

achieved its academic promises 

 Vectorized portions of code could 
realize anywhere from 2 – 50x 
speedups over a serial counterpart 

 Vectorization eventually made its way 
into commodity CPUs with the 
Pentium III (SSE) 
• Also, AVX, ARM Neon, Power QPX 

 Stable programming model, but  
• Lots of effort for potentially limited payoff 
• Vectorized coding could get ugly! 

 

11 

Programming in the vector era – cont’d 

Vecorization lives on in the form of SIMD units (e.g. Intel AVX) 
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 Late 80’s – heavy influence by the PC/workstation market 
• RISC processors dominate price-performance 

— SPARC, Alpha, MIPS, PowerPC, PA-RISC, intel i[89]60, … 

• Mainframes became “dinosaurs running COBOL” 
— VAX/VMS, IBM System/360 and z/Architecture, PDP-11 

 

 

 

 

 Revolution driven largely by cost and scaling 
• Cost – computing went mainstream. Custom processors for science were not 

feasible 
• Scaling – Shared memory cache-coherent systems have known limits 

12 

The shift toward commodity-based CPUs 
(or, the “attack of the killer micros”) 

Penetrate lower end 
market through low-

cost commodity 
CMOS processors 

Penetrate high end 
(HPC) market through 

parallel scaling 
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 Workstations (e.g. Silicon Graphics) were doing the 
work of mainframes for 50x cheaper!  
  
• E.g. SGI acquires Cray Research 

 The relative ease of building distributed memory 
systems launched a wave of innovation and new 
supercomputer companies in the 90’s 
• IBM, Cray [Research, Computer, Inc], SGI, Intel, 

nCube, MasPar, Alliant, Multiflow, Kendall Square, 
BBN, DEC, Sequent, Convex, Encore, HP, Meiko, 
Supertek, Floating Point Systems, Tera, MIT J-
machine, … 

 Fast commodity Ethernet and Linux eventually lead to 
the “Beowulf” explosion 
• Anyone can build a supercomputer now! 
• Great boon to universities and small companies 
• By the 2000’s, the list of dead or dying U.S. 

Supercomputing companies exceeded those still 
alive 
 
 

 

13 

Commodity hardware components thus defines 
the distributed memory era 
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 ASCI program launches in ~1995 
• Replace underground nuclear testing with science-

based stockpile stewardship (simulation and 
experimental facilities) 

 Meanwhile, the Japanese “stay the course” with 
vectors 
• Gov’t funding pumped up their market 
• Some concern that US had forever lost it’s edge 

when the Japanese Earth Simulator was deployed in 
2002.  

• Many here deemed it a Pyrrhic victory 
— It had a HUGE footprint and power use 

 DOE Leadership Computing Facilities (ANL/ORNL) 
launched in ~2004 to help reestablish US lead in open 
scientific computing 
• Currently housing Titan (#2) and Mira (#5) 
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The distributed computing, or MPP, era 
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 15 years of stability in programming model 
• PVM and ultimately MPI provide performance portability 
• Unix becomes the de-facto standard for HPC 
• Object-oriented design helps balance complexity and 

performance 
• Compilers continue to improve 
• Emergence of grid and distance computing 

 Mission-delivery and scientific advancement has 
advanced rapidly, partly due to this stability 
• Seldom must one spend majority of time porting or rewriting 

 Some feel disenfranchised with the transition from vector 
• Reaching anything near peak performance on RISC 

architectures is even more difficult than on vector machines 
• This is expected, and in fact defines the boundaries between 

“eras” 

15 

Programming in the Distributed Computing Era 
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Each era represents a radical shift in hardware 
technology to obtain greater performance 

16 

 Mainframe->Vector: FLOPs at any cost 
• Vector hardware could simultaneously perform the same 

operation across all elements of an array 
• Radical change in programming model 

 Vector->Distributed: Large scale, low cost 
• Calculation partitioned among many independent, 

relatively simple, compute nodes 
• The development of high performance interconnects 

became crucial 
• Inter-node communication via message passing (MPI) 

 Distributed->Many-core: Power Efficiency 
• Still distributed, but much more on-node parallelism 
• Must use MPI+X where ‘X’ is threading and vectorization 
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Basic architecture organization 
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Basic HPC node architecture 

 Core single execution unit 
• Cores can further be divided into 

hardware threads 

 One or more cores are 
combined in a Processor 

 Processor, memory, network 
interface combine to make a 
Node (this is very much like a 
PC) 

 Nodes may have local disk and 
GPU/APU’s 

 Nodes are networked using a 
high performance interconnect 
to form an HPC machine 
 

Local File 
System 

Node 

8 Cores 

Processor 

Memory 

8 Cores 

Processor 

N
etw

ork Interface 

GPU 

GPU 
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Shared memory vs distributed memory 
 Shared memory 

• Common address space across all 
cores 

• Communication done through 
shared addresses/variables 

• Does not scale well beyond O(75) 
cores 
— Assuming cache coherence 

 Distributed memory 
• Address space is local to each node 
• Explicit communication between 

tasks via network 
• Demonstrated to be highly scalable 

 Most current machines are 
hybrids 
• Shared memory within a node, 

distributed memory between nodes 

(Common/Shared) 
Memory 

P P P P P P 

Memory 
Bus 

P 

M 

P 

M 

P 

M 

P 

M 

P 

M 

P 

M 

Inter-
connect 
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Interconnect Networks – Tying it all Together 

Dragonfly 

nD Hypercube 

Fat Tree 

nD Torus 

• Hierarchical design 
• All-to-all connectivity 

between groups 

• Increases available 
bandwidth higher 
levels in the switch 
tree 

• Tries to neutralize 
effect of hop counts 

• Number of outgoing 
ports scales with the 
log of the machine size 

• Difficult to scale out 

• Nearest neighbor 
• Torus == “wrap around” 
• BlueGene/Q is a 5D torus 

Programmer Challenges: 
• Job layout 
• Topology mapping 
• Contention/performance 
• DOE pushes boundaries of 

scaling 
 
Research Approaches: 
• Network simulation 
• Design to match application 

needs 
• DesignForward 
 
Future: 
• Hierarchical combinations of 

 these.  
• Node Network Interface  

(NIC) moving  onto Processor  
 

20 
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 The ability of a system or code’s capabilities to 
increase commensurate with additional 
resources or cost 
• Hardware scalability typically refers to the cost 

— E.g. All-to-all interconnects between N processors or nodes 
are fine for small values of N, but are cost prohibitive at large 
N 

• Software scalability typically refers to performance or 
memory usage relative to number of nodes or 
processors 
— E.g. Code runs twice as fast if you double the number of 

processors 

 Most algorithms/data sizes have scaling limits 
and performance will not improve indefinitely 
 21 

Scalability 
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Strong vs. Weak Scalability (applications) 

 Strong Scaling  
• Overall problem size is fixed 
• Goal is to run same size problem 

faster 
• Perfect scaling means problem 

runs in 1/P time (compared to 
serial) 

 Weak Scaling 
• Problem size per processor is 

fixed 
• Goal is to run larger problem in 

same amount of time 
• Perfect scaling means a problem 

Px larger runs in same time as 
single processor run 
 

T   

p 

good 

poor 

poor 

N ∝ p 

log T 

log p 
good 

Slope= 
-1 

Slope= 
0 
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 Speedup is a commonly reported metric 
• Primarily for strong scaling studies 
• In it’s simplest form is just ratio of time 
• Sp = Tseq / Tpar 
• Example: 1 processor = 100s, 16 processors = 10s 

— 10x speedup 

 Parallel Efficiency 
• Measure of how close we are to ideal speedup – usually 

expressed as a percentage 
• E = SP / P 
• Above example 10 / 16 = 62.5% parallel efficient 
• Parallel Efficiency is also useful for weak scaling studies 

— Replace total time with a time-per-work-unit  
– E.g. “Grind time” – μs/zone/cycle 

23 

Speedup and Parallel Efficiency 

These metrics may or may not be based on a serial (single processor) run. Strong scaling 
studies in particular are often limited in the dynamic range of processor counts. 
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Amdahl’s Law – The Importance of Exposing 
Parallelism 

 S = Theoretical maximum 
speedup 

 N = number of processors 
 P = fraction of code that can be 

parallelized 
0

5

10

15

20

25

1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

Sp
ee

du
p 

Number of Processors 

Amdahl's Law 

0.25

0.5

0.9

0.95

Parallel Fraction 

 Potential speedup is limited by the sequential fraction of 
your code 

Bottom line: You can spend a lifetime getting 95% of your code to be parallel, and never 
achieve better than 20x speedup no matter how many processors you throw at it!  
(99%  90x, 99.9%  500x) 
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Choose target architecture and programming 
model 

Parallel programming models is an active computer science research area; these 
programming models highlight the top ‘standard’ tools 

Local File 
System 

Node 

8 Cores 

Processor 

Memory 

8 Cores 

Processor 

N
etw

ork Interface 

GPU 

GPU 

Local File 
System 

Node 

8 Cores 

Processor 

Memory 

8 Cores 

Processor 

N
etw

ork Interface 

GPU 

GPU 

 Frequently 
combined 
• MPI between nodes 
• OpenMP on a node 

 

Message Passing 
Interface (MPI) 
Distributed memory 
Between nodes 

OpenMP 
POSIX Threads 
Shared memory 
Between cores 

CUDA 
OpenCL 
OpenMP 4.0 
APU/GPU 
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Vectors, Threads, Message Passing? Different 
approaches to access parallelism 

26 

 Vector Processing: Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) “Instruction Level” 

• “Wider” instructions where the same operation is applied to multiple pieces of 
data (words) 

• PROS: Very low overheard, good for very “fine grained” parallelism 
• CONS: Very limited by the single instruction aspect 

 Threading: Shared Memory “Fine Grained Parallelism” 
• Multiple processes running on the same chip, core, or GPU 

• PROS: Much more flexible than vectors 

• CONS: Significantly higher overhead and contention for resources 

 Message Passing: MPI Standard “Coarse Grained Parallelism” 
• Domain decomposed problem across nodes using explicit messages to 

communicate data 

• PROS: Code can explicitly control high latency communication 

• CONS: Only good for “coarse grained” parallelism due to high overhead 

 If a program uses all of these techniques simultaneously, it is crucial to 
coordinate their resource use to minimize contention and ‘thrashing’ 
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 PGAS (Partitioned Global Address 
Space) 
• Gives the appearance of a global address 

space on top of scalable distributed memory 
— Communication done through array reads and 

writes 
— Programmer control over what’s local vs 

remote 
• UPC, Co-array Fortran (CAF), Titanium, 

Chapel  
 Task-based / Event-driven 

• Define your problem as independent tasks 
• A run-time system manages scheduling of 

work 
• Good for load imbalanced problems and 

hiding communication latency 
• Charm++, HPX, OCR 27 

Emerging Programming Models for Exascale 

Both of these models can demand fine-grained messaging 
on the interconnect (i.e. lots of small messages) 

Tasks are 
launched as 
input 
dependencies 
are fulfilled 
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Moore’s Law and Dennard Scaling 
 Moore’s Law (really just an observation) continues 

• Doubling of transistor count every 18-24 months 

 Dennard scaling 
• Named for Robert Dennard (IBM Research – also the inventor of 

DRAM) 
• Stated that power density would remain constant. As transistors shrunk, 

so would the voltage required to reliably operate 
• Up until about 2004-2005, clock speeds would increase along with 

transistor count.  

 So… what happened? The end of Dennard Scaling 
• Devices get smaller, but clock rates have peaked due to a nasty bit of 

physics called “thermal runaway” 
• Literally, your chip will melt much above 4.xGhz! 

 
28 
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Power constraints are driving the rapid 
increase in on-node parallelism 

29 

 The density of transistors on a 
chip will continue to increase for 
(maybe) the next decade 

 But we can no longer increase the 
clock frequency to get a 
processor to work faster due to 
power constraints 

 The solution has been to use 
these “extra” transistors for 
more processor cores on chip, and 
improve performance by doing 
more tasks simultaneously 

Per core memory bandwidth is decreasing making it 
extremely difficult to fully utilize additional cores 
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Memory Systems are Getting Increasingly 
Complex 

 Programmer 
deals with a 
single large 
main memory 

 Decreasing 
relative 
bandwidth to 
memory makes 
cache and 
prefetching key 
to performance 

CPU 

L1 - L3 cache 

Main  
Memory 
(DRAM) 

Disk 

CPU 

L1 - L3 cache 

3D Stacked 
Memory (fast) 

Disk 

NVRAM  
(high 

capacity) 

Today’s Systems 

 Stacked 
memory 
provides high 
bandwidth to 
CPU, but lower 
capacities 

 NVRAM 
provides 
significant 
capacity at 
lower latency 
and bandwidth 

Future Systems 

Future Challenges: Treat stacked memory as cache, or explicitly managed? 
How can we take advantage of non-volatile nature of main memory? 

Burst Buffer 
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Future Architectures:  Memory Changes 

 Micron Hybrid 
Memory Cube 
(HMC) 
• High Bandwidth near 

Processor 
• 3x less power than 

DRAM, still requires 
refresh 

 Processor-in-
memory (PIM) 
Some minimal 
processing 
integrated into 
memory  

PIM processing 
could go here 

31 

HMC Gen2 
Testbed 
Board 
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The Evolution of the HPC Node Architecture 

NODE 

CPU 
 

MEM 

CACHE 

c. 1995. Single 
CPU per node 
with main 
memory.  

c. 2000-2010. 
Multiple CPU’s 
per node sharing 
common 
memory 

c. 2015. Simple 
low-power 
cores and Non-
Uniform 
Memory Access 

“Far” MEM 

PCI bus  (slow) 

“Fast” MEM 
 

c. 2020. 
Processor-in-
memory (PIM).  

 
Multi-core CPU 

 
 

 
  
  
 

Compute 
Memory 
Cache 

MEM 

Multi-
core CPU 

Multi-
core CPU 

Multi-
core CPU 

Multi-
core CPU 

Multi-
core CPU 

Multi-
core CPU 

Multi-
core CPU 

Multi-
core CPU 

c.2008. 
Specialized 
accelerators 
usher in 
heterogeneity.  

MEM 

Multi-
core CPU 

Multi-
core CPU 

PCI bus   (slow) 

GPU 
 

MEM 

Cell/G
PU 

New Programming Models Required 

What we need is a programming model that will allow effective performance on 
all of these disparate architectures (and others still being dreamed up) 

M
EM

 

Multi-
core CPU 

Multi-
core CPU 

GPU 
 

M
EM

 

GPU 

Unified 
memory 
space 

c.2016. 
Accelerators 
share common 
view of memory 
with CPU 

32 
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The multiple layers of parallelism that must be 
exploited for high performance 

Message passing.  

 
 

 
 

Software threads.  Hardware threads.  

Op 1 Op 2 Op 3 Op 4 

Vector registers (multiple operands) 

Main Memory 

Op 1 Op 2 Op 3 Op 4 

Add1 Add2 Add3 Add4 

Res1 Res2 Res3 Res4 

SIMD/SIMT vectorization.  

        Coarser grained    Finer grained 

Thread state 1 

Thread state 2 

Thread state 3 

Thread state N 

Common 
Arithmetic Logic 

Unit (ALU) 

 
 

Write 

Read 

Future performance will be gained through exploiting massive amounts of concurrency 
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IO/Storage/Data:  
Burst Buffer Architecture  

*Gary Grider (LANL) 

Burst buffers utilize Non-volatile RAM (NVRAM) as a “fast disk”, allowing the 
application to quickly write (or read) a large file, which can then asynchronously 
“drain” to spinning disks while the computation proceeds. 

34 
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Power management will be a major issue as 
machines grow in size 

Micro: 

Variable GPGPU Performance and 
Power usage 

 Power Variability 

 Performance variability 

DeBardeleben, et al 

Backus, 
Loncaric, 
Wright, and 
Miller 

Macro: 
Overall Power management 
important 
 Cooling requirements 
 Power usage variability 

500 kW 
swing 
measured 
on TLCC2 
Luna 

20% 
performance 
variability 

When large jobs fail, you can get a phone call from the power company! 
35 
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Fault Tolerance /Resilience:   
Resilient Application Programming Despite Faults 

 Standard approach: 
• System over-constrains reliability 
• “Fail-stop” model 
• Checkpoint / restart 
• Application is ignorant of faults 

 New approach: 
• System lets applications control 

reliability 
• Tiered reliability 
• “Run through” faults 
• App listens and responds to 

faults 

 
Four Resilient Programming Approaches: 
•Skeptical Programming. – Periodically check results 
•Relaxed Bulk Synchronous – Synchronized within regions 
•Local-Failure, Local-Recovery – Only partial restore  
•Selective (Un)reliability – Specify regions reliability in code 

Resilience remains as a significant research challenge for future architectures 
BUT it’s a high-risk, high reward endeavor with system & tools vendors. 
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Scalable Software Developer Tools (Current 
Status) 
 

37 

Today’s Debuggers 

• Heavyweight / full featured 
• Interactive use 
• Not scalable beyond O(1000) nodes 

Today’s Performance Analysis 

Challenge: Tools must scale along with platforms and applications 

• Not integrated into developer 
workflow 

• Visual tools scale to 1000’s of 
processes 

• Little insight into data motion, 
power usage, and resiliency 

Debugging & performance analysis are just 2 examples of tools that require innovation 
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Scalable Software Developer Tools 
(Research Directions) 
 

38 

Future Debuggers 

• Lightweight (e.g. stack trace) 
• Problem reduction techniques 

• Equivalence class analysis 
• Automated analysis to assist user  

• Application behavior modeling and 
machine learning  

• Root cause analysis techniques 
• Scalable to full system 

• E.g. Multicast reduction networks 
• Analyze, control and eliminate sources of 

non-determinism 
• Enable debugging and verification of 

non-deterministic errors 

Future Performance Analysis 

Approach: Reinvent tools to address extreme scale 

• Hierarchical analyses 
• New issues: power and resiliency 
• More focus on data movement 

versus floating point usage 
• Continuous data collection with 

post-processing analytics 
• Need for scalable databases 

and performance data models 

Tools are a critical research area for architectures demanding extreme scalability 

Common 
Infra-

structure 
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Data Science Advances in H/W and S/W Will Play 
an Important Role in Streamlining Scientific HPC 
Workflow 

Problem Setup and Mesh 
Generation 

Where are the initial conditions defined? 
Why is the mesh a certain way? 

Simulation Robustness 
Why is it crashing? 

How can I avoid mesh tangling? 

Simulation Performance 
Why did the performance change? 
How can I improve performance? 

In Situ Analysis and Common 
Analytics 

What is the set of data that needs to be 
analyzed? 

How can I reanalyze data? 
Where is data from past simulations?  

Uncertainty 
Quantification 

How do the results of a run 
impact future runs? 

How can this information be 
reused in the future? 

vs. 

Data 
Management 
and Machine 

Learning 
Improve the 

Entire Workflow 
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ASCR and ASC are fully engaged in co-design 
activities 
 Co-design is a deep collaboration between application developers and 

vendors 
• We provide proxy applications (simplified representations of our apps)  
• Vendors provide insight into future roadmaps 
• Realized via regular meetings, “hack-a-thons”, and co-design centers 

 Goal: influence both hardware and software designs cooperatively 
• E.g. Programming models and compiler technologies that optimally map to 

hardware 

• FastForward 
– Node and memory 

• DesignForward 
– Interconnect and 

system integration 
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 “Flops are free” 
• Data motion is expensive 
• Memory bandwidth constraints 

 Heterogeneous computing    
• GP-GPUs 
• Processing-in-memory 
• Fat-core / Little-core 

 Extremely fine-grained concurrency 
• Burden on programmer to exploit  

 Non-uniform memory access (NUMA) 
• Stacked memory (fast, but small and expensive) 
• NVRAM (abundant capacity, but slow) 

 Programmer-managed power management 

 Programmer-guided resilience and recovery 

 Continued influence from “big data” 
architectures 
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Conclusion: It’s an exciting time to get involved 
in HPC – innovators needed! 



                   
       LLNL-PRES-657110 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 

 Thanks to those who’s slides I shamelessly “borrowed”! 
• Mike Lang (LANL) 
• Rob Hoekstra (SNL) 
• Bert Still (LLNL) 
• Steve Smith (LLNL) 
 
• And others I’m sure… 
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Thank you for listening 
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